Our Curriculum
Here at Kim’s Kids Academy we are constantly making sure that our pupils are up to date with the
latest and greatest curriculums available, our curriculum books are used in varying teaching levels in
all our age groups. However, we have a learn through play approach and we believe that children
learn more while they play then at any other time of the day.
It’s not “just play”
Play is an essential part of early learning. It is the lifeblood of the learning process. As children play
they are developing the cognitive, social-emotional and physical skills they will need to take them
into a successful adulthood.
They are developing their curiosity, problem solving, intentionality, flexibility, and verbal and nonverbal skills.
Socio-emotionally they are developing their emotional intelligence-learning confidence,
cooperation, negotiation, sharing, empathy and how to communicate appropriately.
Physically their fine motor and gross motor skills are being practised and developed.
Each class uses the Letterland System and the degree of depth is adjusted to each class’s ability.
When it comes to our class workbooks, in conjunction with our own Kim’s Kids advanced system, we
use an exceptional curriculum that is a mixture of ABEKA, REGGIO EMILIA AND OF COURSE MY
OWN CURRUCULIM THAT FOCUSES ON SENSORY DEVELOPMENT AND LEARN THROUGH PLAY.
As we are a Christian school all our Themes are paired with biblical teachings for e.g. the first week
of school most learners are scared leaving their moms and dads as everything is new to them that
we teach the story of Jesus calms the storm which is a teaching on fear and how we should deal with
it. s which you will find more info on in our January calendar included in the welcome pack, we teach
foundations of faith and character building. Have monthly prayer meetings for parents and of course
praise and worship for our children daily.

